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8x single core + 
screen cable 

8x bipolar cable
1 mm diameter
copper thread
to loudspeakers

PRE AMP 

AMP 

CONNECTIVITY:

SOUND CONTROL BOX

SOUND OUTPUT 
AND IMPUT 1 TO 8 

Cucurbita moschata var. Trombetta di Albenga
Estimate seasonal production aproximate 200 kg  

VEGETABLE

PLANTS  
N. 62 units 

PAVING
8 mc recycling row material
250 m pvc garden edge

PERGOLA
360 m water piper

VERTICAL ELEMENTS

ELECTRICAL WATERPROOF WIRING AND SPECIFICATION

30 Metal or nylon wire 
Diameter 2 mm

8 Loudspeaker
Diameter 5-8 inch 60 watt 

8 Piezo transducer microphone
Diameter 5-8 inch 60 watt 

Pergola, games, gravel paving, the installation refer to the Gardens in the Italian Renaissance period.
The structure is built out of common water piping, functional to the growth of the plants.
For the paving is a symmetrical design using recycled raw material, dark and brighter colors for the 
delimitation of areas that wants to be a reminder of the traditional work of artisans in our country.
The playful aspect is represented by sound produced through the physical interaction of the visitors 
and the installation.
For the sound, it represents a record of the interactions, recording the presence of people, plants, and 
atmospheric variances.
Sounds are diffused throughout the installation space to the surprise and excitement of the 
participants and visitors who might engage playfully or just indulge in a deep listening exercise.
The perception of the design plan explicitly formal and symmetric is contradicted once one is inside 
the structure, the vertical pipes, the free growth of the green crawler, the spatially dislocated sound 
diffusion, the viewer who moves along undefined path is invited to a new multisensory experience.

PLAN - 1:50 KEY MAPS - 1:200

M1-M2-M3-M4-M5-M6-M7-M8   AMP

L1-L2-L3-L4-L5-L6-L7-L8   PRE AMP

From amp to speakers
Output to amp

Imput from mic
SOUND CONTROL BOX

150 ml speaker two conductors 1,5 mm copper cable
150 ml microphone dual core plus screen slim cable

TRUMPET HARPA



4,86

Poured concrete into PVC container
grounded to base the metal pipe

Microphone and loudspeaker cable
under gravel to tec sound box 

Clamp to hold cable

Water piper      1'' 1/2

Microphone and loudspeaker cable 
hold in place with plastic cable strap 

Bridge to support microphone. 
This element  will be hand made and prepared 
off site by the sound artist 

Cable tensioner

Joint element threaded pipe 90 degrees

Nylon cable for horizontal arp mechanism

Metal cable for vertical arp mechanism

Microphone 20 mm diameter

INSIDE VIEW

Metal joint element
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